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ABSTRACT
For the brushless doubly-fed machine (BDFM), traditional direct torque control (DTC) has many
problems such as big output torque ripple and uncertain inverter switch frequency. Based on
the analysis of traditional DTC, this paper proposed a new torque control which applied duty
ratio modulation into direct torque control. This new control method can decrease the torque
ripple effectively by adding zero voltage in each control cycle. According to the brushless BDFM
state equation and the prediction of torque, flux linkage in the next moment and the theory of
electromagnetic torque equals to referenced value at the instant moment in one control cycle,
torque ripple can be decreased. Through theoretical analysis and experiments, the proposed
control method has all advantages of traditional direct torque control and can decrease torque
ripple and flux linkage ripple, which can optimize the performance of direct torque control.
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1. Introduction

Brushless doubl yfed machine (BDFM) is a new type of
machine and is widely concerned in recent years. This
machine is composed of two sets of independent sta-
tor winding with different pole pairs (power winding
and control winding) and special rotator. Power wind-
ing is powered by power grid directly and the frequency
converter powers the control winding. The advantages
of BDFM are simple structure, no brush, stable oper-
ation, small frequency converter capacity, variable fre-
quency factor, etc. [1]. This kind ofmachine can be used
in variable-speed constant frequency system and high
capacity variable-frequency speed control system.

Direct torque control (DTC) has features of simple
structure, fast dynamic-response torque, good robust-
ness and low-reliability on machine parameters, which
solve the problems about complicated structure, large
amount of calculation and sensitive to parameter
change of vector control [2]. According to the instanta-
neous error of torque and flux linkage to choose voltage
vector, traditional DTC uses a two hysteresis controller
and a voltage vector table meter to control torque and
flux linkage with simple structure and fast dynamic
torque response ability. But the weakness is only one
useful voltage vector in each control cycle, that can-
not completely compensate the error of torque and flux
linkage, then large ripple will occur [3].

To solve the problems of torque ripple in DTC,
scholars from all over the world did a lot of research

and put forward many improvement methods, such as
using the voltage space vectormodulation (SVM–DTC)
[4], the discrete space voltage vector [5], fuzzy con-
trol [6,7], and predictive control [8]. All these methods
can reduce the torque ripple. The SVM–DTC algorithm
in ref. [4] can effectively reduce the torque ripple but
requires a large amount of calculation andmore param-
eters. The discrete space vector (DSVM) in ref. [5]
has the advantage of good robustness in direct vec-
tor control, but the improvement of control accuracy
is based on the premise of breakdown voltage vector
which increased the complexity of the control system.
In ref. [6], a fuzzy control algorithm is presented and
has a good dynamic performance, which effectively
reduces the torque ripple. But in the state machine,
variable membership has uncertainty; if membership
choice is not appropriate, the system’s performance
will be worse. In ref. [7], using the improved fuzzy
DSVM–DTC control method improved the control of
torque and speed, but the fuzzy controller adopts five
inputs and the control rules are very complex. The
torque prediction is used in ref. [8], which reduces
torque ripple and improves the waveform of stator cur-
rent, but needs complex calculation and the calculation
amount is huge.

The DTC method based on duty ratio modulation
means that the non-zero voltage vector only acts partial
time in one control cycle and zero voltage vector acts on
the rest time [9]. This study presents a method of com-
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Figure 1. Interaction among internal rotating magnetic fields
of BDFM.

bining prediction control and duty ratio modulation
to reduce torque ripple, which is based on analysing
the ripple causes of traditional DTC, combing the state
function of BDFM and model prediction theory of
DTC. Using the torque at the current moment, the pre-
dicted torque at the next moment, and the selected
non-zero voltage vector, the optimal operating time for
the non-zero voltage vector and the zero voltage vector
in one control cycle is calculated. Through the experi-
ments of proposed control method and compared with
traditional DTC, this method can reduce torque and
flux linkage ripple.

2. Analysis on torque ripple of BDFM

2.1. Basic electromagnetic relation of BDFM

The inner electromagnetic relation of BDFM is com-
plex because of the two sets of stator winding with
different poles. Figure 1 shows interaction of BDFM
rotating magnetic fields. Counterclockwise is positive,
BDFM is running on the super-synchronous state when
the magnetic field of control winding is rotated coun-
terclockwise, other as BDFM is in the state of sub-
synchronization [10].

In the state of stable operation, the operation mode
is similar to the winding induction machine with
(pp+ pc) poles, the function of power winding and
control winding of BDFM is the same as the function
of stator and rotator of winding induction machine.
Therefore, the electromagnetic torque of BDFM can be
expressed by stator flux linkage [11]:

Tem = 3(pp + pc)
2σLc

|λpc × λc|

= 3(pp + pc)
2σLc

|λpc||λc| sin δ. (1)

In which, pp, pc are pole pairs of power winding
and control winding, respectively; σ = 1 − M2

pc/(LpLc
is the leakage factor; Lp, Lc, Mpc are power wind-
ing self-inductance, control winding self and mutual
inductance, respectively; λc is the control winding flux

Figure 2. Relationship of flux vectors in stationary reference
frame.

linkage vector;λp is the powerwinding flux linkage vec-
tor; λpc is the power winding flux linking the control
winding, λpc = (λpMpc/Lp); δ is the angle of λpc and λc.
Figure 2 shows the relation of rotation speed and posi-
tion of power winding flux linkage λp, control winding
flux linkage λc and the power winding flux linking the
control winding λpc in static coordinate. λpc is rotat-
ing in angel frequency ωc of control winding current,
which is relatively static to control winding flux linkage
λc [12].

Because the power winding connects to power grid
directly, the rotating speed and amplitude of flux link-
age λp is stable. And |λpc| = Mpc|λp|/Lp can come out
the amplitude of λpc is a constant value.

2.2. DTC of BDFM

In Figure 3, traditional DTC consists of two hysteresis
controllers, torque and flux observers and a voltage vec-
tor table. DTC scheme establishes mathematical model
based on rotator speed d–q coordinate, through mea-
suring the voltage and current of BDFMand the coordi-
nate transformations to calculate magnetic torque, flux
amplitude and angle. The measured torque and flux are
compared with references and the errors are fed to two
hysteresis comparators.

After lookup, voltage vector table based on torque
error, flux error and flux section to selected correspond-
ing voltage vector to limit torque error and flux error
in hysteresis band, respectively. But there is only one
vector that reacts in a controlling period; so it can-
not compensate torque error and flux error accurately
because the direction of flux error is arbitrary when
BDFM is running [9,10].

The influence of selected voltage vectors on electro-
magnetic torque and flux in sector I can be seen in
Figure 4.

2.3. Ripple analysis of DTC

From the formula (1), electromagnetic torque Tem is
determined by the product of control winding flux
linkage amplitude |λc|, the power winding flux link-
ing the control winding linkage amplitude |λpc| and
vector angle δ[10]. Linkage amplitude |λc| and |λpc|
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Figure 3. The block diagram of traditional DTC system.

Figure 4. The effect of voltage vectors on flux and torque.

Figure 5. Impact of voltage space vector of control wind on
torque.

remain nearly unchanged in the state of stable operation
of BDFM. Therefore, the control of electromagnetic
torque Tem can be realized by using the voltage vector
Uc to control the flux rotation speed of control winding
and change the vector angle δ in DTC [13].

For the super-synchronous operation of BDFM,
Figure 4 indicates the control winding voltage vector
effects on electromagnetic torque. The control winding
flux linkage λc(t1), the power winding flux linking the
control winding λpc(t1) and angle vector δ(t1) at t1 are
shown in Figure 5.

From t1 to t2, under the voltage of Uc (110), con-
trol winding flux linkage rotates from λc(t1) to λc(t2),
the amplitude |λc| is nearly stable, and flux linkage fol-
lows the voltage vector. In this period, the λpc rotating
speed is restricted by angle frequency ωc of control
winding current. λpc changes from λpc(t1) to λpc(t2),
vector angle δ increases from δ(t1) to δ(t2) rapidly, and
electromagnetic torque Tem increased [14].

Applied a zero voltage vector at t2, control winding
flux linkage λc(t2) keeps in the same position, and λpc
rotates at the speed of ωc, then the vector angle δ and
Tem decreased.

For the traditional DTC, hysteresis comparator can-
not distinguish the size of torque and flux linkage error.
Controller applies voltage vector to the whole control
cycle. In the cycle with smaller torque error, the volt-
age makes the torque to achieve a given value quickly
in a short time, and unchanged switch state of inverter
makes torque along the original direction, then huge
torque ripple occurred [9].

3. The control scheme of DTC based on duty
ratio modulation

Based on the analysis above, the effective method to
reduce large torque ripple is to control the effective
function time of effective voltage vector [14,15]. Among
the control methods proposed in this paper, assume
that tsp is the period of one control cycle, non-zero volt-
age vector function only partial time, other time use
zero voltage vector to control, and the actuation time
of non-zero and zero voltage are ts, tsp–ts.

When the rotating torque needs to be increased, we
chose a non-zero voltage vector from voltage vector
table, this voltage vector makes control winding flux
linkage λc rotate relatively to λpc, and the vector angle
δ and torque increased. To decrease the torque, we
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chose a zero voltage vector, control winding flux link-
age λc stops rotating, λpc continues rotating slowly and
δ decreased, torque decreased.

3.1. Calculation of non-zero voltage vector
actuation time ts

In one control period, through control the action time
of non-zero voltage vector can decrease the torque rip-
ple. Because there is no direct coupling between power
winding and control winding of BDFM, mutual induc-
tion Mpc between power winding and control wind-
ing cannot be calculated, then non-zero voltage vec-
tor actuation time ts cannot be found through above
analytical methods [16,17].

Through transforming the math model of BDFM
rotor speed d–q coordinate, the state equation obtained
is as follows [12]:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+ Bu(t) (2)

in which x(t) = [iqp(t) idp(t) iqc(t) idc(t) iqr(t)
idr(t)]T are the dq current components of power wind-
ing, control winding and rotator, respectively. u(t) =
[uqp(t) udp(t) uqc(t) udc(t) uqr(t) udr(t)]T are
the dq current components of power winding, control
winding and rotator, respectively.A =[A1 A2 A3 A4
A5 A6]T= − L−1R, B = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
B6]T = L−1,

Ai,Bi(i = 1 ∼ 6) is a 1 × 6 matrix,

L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Lsp 0 0 0 Mpr 0
0 Lsp 0 0 0 Mpr
0 0 Lsc 0 −Mcr 0
0 0 0 Lsc 0 Mcr

Mpr 0 −Mcr 0 Lsr 0
0 Mpr 0 Mcr 0 Lsr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

R =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Rp ppωrLsp 0 0
−ppωrLsp Rp 0 0

0 0 Rc pcωrLsc
0 0 −pcωrLsc Rc
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 ppωrMpr
−ppωrM 0

0 pcωrMcr
pcωrMcr 0

Rr 0
0 Rr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

where Rp, Lp, Mpr are the power winding resistance,
self-inductance and the mutual inductance with rota-
tor, respectively; Rc, Lc, Mcr are the power winding
resistance, self-inductance and the mutual inductance
with rotator, respectively; Rr, Lr, ωr are the rotator
resistance, self-inductance andmechanical angle speed,
respectively.

After the discretization of first-order forward Euler
method (2), the following equation can be obtained
[16]:

x(k + 1) = [I + Atsp]x(k)+ Btspu(k)

= I · u(k)+ [Au(k)+ Bu(k)]tsp (3)

in which I is a six-order unit matrix; tsp is the control
cycle.

Through u–i flux observer [8]

λ =
∫
(u − iR)dt (4)

after discretization

λ(k + 1) = λ(k)+ [u(k)− i(k)R]tsp. (5)

The flux linkage of power winding and control winding
at the moment of (k+ 1) are:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λqp(k + 1) = λqp(k)+ [uqp(k)− iqp(k)Rc]tsp
λdp(k + 1) = λdp(k)+ [udp(k)− idp(k)Rc]tsp
λqc(k + 1) = λqc(k)+ [uqc(k)− iqc(k)Rc]tsp
λdc(k + 1) = λdc(k)+ [udc(k)− idc(k)Rc]tsp

.

(6)
Through BDFM electromagnetic torque equation [8]

Tem = pp(iqpλdp − idpλqp)+ pc(iqcλdc + idcλqc). (7)

Put formula (3) and (6) into (7) and discretized,
ignore t2

sp
[9], the torque increment +�Tem at the

moment of (k+ 1) is shown in the next equations when
non-zero voltage vector actuated in the whole control
cycle tsp.

+�Tem

tsp
= pp[iqp(k)(udp(k)− iqp(k)Rp)

+ ψdp(k)(A1x(k)+B1u(k))

− idp(k)(udp(k)− idp(k)Rp)

+ ψqp(k)(A2x(k)+B2u(k))]tsp
+ pc[iqc(k)(udc(k)− iqc(k)Rc)

+ ψdc(k)(A3x(k)+B3u(k))

− idc(k)(udc(k)− idc(k)Rc)

+ ψqc(k)(A4x(k)+B4u(k))]tsp = f1. (8)

where, f 1 is the torque variation slope with non-zero
voltage vector.
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Figure 6. Diagram of ratio determination methods.

The torque increment −�Tem at the moment of
(k+ 1) is shown in the next equations when zero volt-
age vector actuated in the whole control period tsp.

−�Tem

tsp
= pp[iqp(k)(udp(k)− iqp(k)Rp)

+ ψdp(k)(A1x(k)+B1u(k))

− idp(k)(udp(k)− idp(k)Rp)

− ψqp(k)(A2x(k)+B2u(k))]tsp
+ pc[iqc(k)(−iqc(k)Rc)

+ ψdc(k)(A3x(k)+B3u(k))

− idc(k)(−idc(k)Rc)

− ψqc(k)(A4x(k)+B4u(k))]tsp = f2. (9)

where, f 2 is the torque variation slope with non-zero
voltage vector.

Because of the control cycle, tsp is short, the change
of flux and speed is small, so the torque change slope f 1,
f 2 can be treated as stable when non-zero and zero volt-
age vector actuated in one control period. The torque
increase and decrease is approximately linear, as shown
in Figure 6.

At the end of control period, prospected instant
torque is equal to the command torque [17],

Tem(k + 1) = Tem_ref (10)

in which, Tem(k + 1) is the instant electromagnetic
torque; Tem_ref is torque command.

The torque variation in one control period [17] can
be expressed as

f1 · ts + f2(tsp − ts) = Tem_ref − Tem,0 (11)

where Tem,0 is the torque initial value at the beginning
of control period.

Non-zero voltage vector actuation time ts can be
calculated from formula (11):

ts = Tem_ref − Tem,0 − f2tsp
f1 − f2

. (12)

3.2. DTCmethod based on torque duty ratio
modulation

BDFM torque ripple minimize control system is shown
in Figure 7, the control strategy is [17]:

(1) Based on the traditional DTC theory to choose
voltage vector;

(2) Calculate torque change slope f 1, f 2 in non-zero
and zero voltage vector actuation period, respec-
tively, by using formula (8) and (9);

(3) Calculate non-zero voltage vector actuation time ts
by using formula (12);

(4) Estimate the value of ts. When ts > tsp, applied
non-zero voltage vector in the whole control
period; when ts < 0, applied non-zero voltage
in the whole control period; When 0 < ts < tsp,
applied non-zero voltage in the period 0∼ ts, and
applied zero voltage in the period ts ∼ tsp.

(5) At the beginning of next control period, set t to
zero, and then repeat the above steps.

4. Experimental results

To validate the proposed torque rippleminimizing con-
trol strategy, experimental platform of BDFMwas built,
as shown in Figure 8. This system uses DC generator
as load, uses four CS100A - B3V3 hall sensors to mea-
sure the current of power winding and control wind-
ing, uses JN338AE rotary incremental encoder to mea-
sure machine speed, and resolution is 1024 pulses/roll.
Inverter circuit in this system is the PM150RLA120
intelligent power module IPM (from Japanese Mit-
subishi electric company). Digital signal processor is
the core of control system and communicates with host
computer through the serial communication interface
RS232 to realize data transmission between DSP and
host computer. Host computer use Labview to receive
the data of current, rotational speed and torque from
DSP, and then stores these data. Inverter switch fre-
quency is 5kHz, the set amplitude of control winding
flux linkage is |�c_ref | = 0.85 Wb and the moment
of inertia is J = 0.8 kgm2. The short-circuit start is
applied at the beginning of experiment, the rotational
speed was set into nr = 624 r/min after stable oper-
ation, and the speed was set into 636 r/min when
machine operated stably with load. The parameters of
BDFM are shown in Table 1.

A comparative study on traditional DTC and duty
ratio modulation DTC was conducted by using the
above experimental platform. During the experiment,
BDFM start without load; when the operation became
stable, the torque increased to 40N ·m and continued
to operate.

Figure 9 shows the rotator speed curve under the
duty ratio modulation DTC of BDFM. Control wind-
ing was shortened at the start, rotator speed increase
to synchronous speed rapidly, the speed was set into
nr = 624 r/min at t = 4.5 s, and set into 636 r/min at
t = 16.5 s. The curve in Figure 9 indicates that rotator
speed can follow the set speed rapidly.

Figures 10 and 11 show the current differences and
torque differences of traditional torque control and the
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Figure 7. The control block diagram of the proposed duty ratio modulation DTC of BDFM.

Table 1. The parameters of BDFM.

Power winding Control winding Rotor

Self-inductance (mH) 60.4 130.7 18.4
Mutual inductance (mH) 26.8 27.9
Resistor (	) 0.401 0.5009 7.5353× 10−5

Pairs 4 1

Figure 8. The experimental platform of BDFM.

Figure 9. Rotator speed of BDFM.

(a) Torque in traditional direct torque control

(b) Torque in the control with duty ratio modulation
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Figure 10. The torque waveform in steady state. (a) Torque in
traditional direct torque control. (b) Torque in the control with
duty ratio modulation.

duty ratio modulation torque control. The load torque
increases from 0 to 40Nm at 7 s.

From Figure 10, under the traditional DTC, the
selected voltage vector makes torque increase to the
set value in the cycles with small torque deviation.
This occurs because controller makes selected voltage
actuate in the whole period. There is no state change
of inverter switch; so torque varies along the original
direction, then big torque ripple occurs, which is about
8Nm. Under the DTC with duty ratio modulation,
in one control period, the selected non-zero voltage
actuation time can be calculated by torque error and
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(a) Phase A control winding current in traditional direct toque
control

(b) Phase A Control winding current in the control with duty ratio
modulation
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Figure 11. Control winding current of phase A in steady state.
(a) Phase A control winding current in traditional direct toque
control. (b) Phase A control winding current in the control with
duty ratio modulation.

torque change slop, and zero voltage actuates in other
time. The torque is about 4Nm, which decreases the
torque ripple effectively and then verifies the control
method based on duty ratio modulation is effective and
feasible.

Figure 11 shows the waveform of BDFM con-
trol winding current in steady state, rotator speed is
624 r/min from 5 to 16.5 s, and the current frequency
is 2Hz. In the period 16.5–21 s, the rotator speed
is 636 r/min and the current frequency is 3Hz. For
the traditional DTC, control winding current ripple is
big because of no switch state change of inverter in
the whole control period. But the torque ripple mini-
mization control based on duty ratio modulation can
make control winding current smooth and torque rip-
ple small, which is because non-zero and zero voltages
actuate, respectively, and non-zero voltage only actuates
in the part time of the whole control cycle.

5. Conclusions

For the BDFM, traditional DTC has many problems
such as big output torque ripple and uncertain inverter
switch frequency. Based on the analysis of traditional
DTC, this paper proposed a new torque control which
applied duty ratio modulation into DTC. According to
the BDFM state equation and the prediction of torque,
flux linkage in the next moment and the minimum
toque ripple in one control cycle, non-zero voltage actu-
ation time can be found. The results show that the
control method can reduce the torque ripple and can
keep the advantages of torque fast response and simple

control of traditional DTC as well as improve control
performance compared with traditional DTC.
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